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Havit MS60WB wireless mouse
Bring a new level of convenience and precision to your daily work! The Havit MS60WB mouse allows you to adjust the resolution from
800 to 1600 DPI, so you can customize its sensitivity to your individual needs. You can connect it both wirelessly via Bluetooth 5.1 and
2.4GHz,  and  wired  via  USB-C,  and  with  compatibility  with  various  operating  systems,  including  Windows,  Linux  and  Mac,  it's  a  great
choice for many users.
 
Precision under control
Gain  even  more  precision  over  your  cursor  movement!  With  a  3-level  resolution  adjustment  (800/1200/1600),  you  can  customize  the
mouse's precision to suit your needs. If you need maximum accuracy, choose 1600 DPI. When you want smooth web browsing or working
in office programs, 800 DPI will be the perfect choice. 
 
3 ways to connect
With the Havit MS60WB, you have full freedom to choose how you want to use the mouse. You can use it wirelessly, connecting via both
Bluetooth 5.1 and 2.4GHz, which guarantees a stable and fast connection. And if you need reassurance that you won't run out of power
at the most important moments, simply connect it wired via USB-C. 
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	Manufacturer
	Havit
	Model
	MS60WB
	Color
	Gray
	Sensor
	Optical
	Resolution
	800-1200-1600
	Number of keys
	4
	Key life
	3 million clicks
	Connection 
	Wireless - BT V5.1 + 2.4GHz, wired - USB-C
	Range
	8 m
	Battery
	Lithium, 500 mAh / 3.7V
	Compatibility
	Windows XP / Vista / 7 / 8 / 10, Linux, Mac

Price:

€ 10.50
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